1975 honda cb750

The Honda CB is an air-cooled , transverse , in-line four-cylinder engine motorcycle made by
Honda over several generations for year models â€” as well as with an upright or standard
riding posture. Though other manufacturers had marketed the transverse, overhead camshaft ,
inline four-cylinder engine configuration and the layout had been used in racing engines prior to
World War II, Honda popularized the configuration with the CB, and the layout subsequently
became the dominant sport bike engine layout. The CB was the first motorcycle to be called a
"superbike. Honda of Japan introduced the CB motorcycle to the US and European markets in
after experiencing success with its smaller motorcycles. In the late s Honda motorcycles were,
overall, the world's biggest sellers. Profits from these production bikes financed the successful
racing machines of the s, and lessons learned from racing were applied to the CB The CB was
targeted directly at the US market after Honda officials, including founder Soichiro Honda ,
repeatedly met US dealers and understood the opportunity for a larger bike. In American
Honda's service manager Bob Hansen [13] [14] flew to Japan and discussed with Soichiro
Honda the possibility of using Grand Prix technology in bikes prepared for American
motorcycle events. Hansen told Soichiro Honda that he should build a 'King of Motorcycles' [
failed verification ] and the CB appeared at the Tokyo Show in November and was publicly
launched in UK at the Brighton , England motorcycle show held at the Metropole Hotel
exhibition centre during April , [16] [17] with an earlier press-launch at Honda's London
headquarters, [16] [17] the pre-production versions appearing with a high and very wide
handlebar intended for the US market. The three Japanese-prepared machines all failed during
the race with Mann just holding on to win by a few seconds with a failing engine. They finished
in eighth and ninth places. In , Japanese rider Morio Sumiya finished in sixth place in the
Daytona Mile race on a factory Under development for a year, [22] the CB had a transverse,
straight-four engine with a single overhead camshaft SOHC and a front disc brake, neither of
which was previously available on a mainstream, affordable, production motorcycle. Cycle
magazine called the CB, "the most sophisticated production bike ever", on the bike's
introduction. The CB was the first modern four-cylinder machine from a mainstream
manufacturer, [24] and the term superbike was coined to describe it. Much-later models from
included maintenance-free hydraulic valves. Unable to accurately gauge demand for the new
bike, Honda limited its initial investment in the production dies for the CB by using a technique
called permanent mold casting often erroneously referred to as sandcasting rather than
diecasting for the engines [25] â€” unsure of the bike's reception. The bike remained in the
Honda line up for ten years, with a production total over , Year and model code: [27]. Although
the two-speed transmission includes a torque converter typical of an automatic transmission,
the transmission does not automatically change gears for the rider. The selected gear remains
selected until changed by the rider, or the kickstand is lowered which shifts the transmission to
neutral. The design of the transmission is similar in concept to the transmission in Honda's NAT
, [31] [34] a kei car sold in Japan from to The same oil is used for the engine and transmission,
and the engine was changed to a wet sump instead of dry sump type. A lockout safety device
prevents the transmission from moving out of neutral if the side stand is down. There is no
tachometer but the instruments include a fuel gauge and gear indicator. For the gearing was
revised, and the exhaust changed to a four-into-two with a silencer on either side. From through
, with the exception of several years, Honda produced a CB known as the Nighthawk In Honda
Japan announced the sale of a new CB very similar to the models sold in the s. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan, Inc. Archived from the
original on 3 November Retrieved 11 August Developed with the goal of giving riders greater
power with better safety, the Dream CB featured Honda's first double cradle frame and the
world's first hydraulic front disc brakes. Motorcycle Classics. Retrieved 17 November Discovery
Channel. Archived from the original on 3 October Abrams, p. Bob Hansen, â€” A long and
rewarding life. Cover, , â€” Honda's arrives. Cover, 38â€”39, Honda's Four. Retrieved 21 May
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DOHC [45]. VENAC [ clarification needed ]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda CB
Verza CB Verza. MegaPro CBR Streetfire. CB Nighthawk. CBF Hornet, CMXC Rebel. CMX Rebel.
NM4 Vultus. VF Magna. VTC Shadow. VTCX Fury. VTT Shadow Ace. GLC Valkyrie. VTCS Sabre.
NTV Deauville. VFR Interceptor. ST Pan-European. GL Gold Wing. XLV Varadero. NX Dominator.
VFRX Crossrunner. VFRX Crosstourer. Don Saulters. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike
Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale
Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos
of third parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are
subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products.
Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures
Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per
cylinder:. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US
motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check
out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs.
Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums for every bike. View comments,
questions and answers at the Honda CB F discussion group. You can sign up for e-mail
notifications when other riders answer you. If you have extensive experience with the MC,
please send us a review. If you consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related
motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's
engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other bikes.
Rating sample for this Honda bike. Value for money for the Honda CB F: You can also compare
bikes. Here was an immensely successful exercise in styling. For six years Honda had been
selling the CBK, a superbly technical motorcycle with such innovations as an electric starter
and disc brake, but low on looks. Undoubtedly there were some who liked the somewhat plain
four-piper design, but the Honda marketeers were quite aware that a sporty image was the
coming thing. The aftermarket people were already onto the sporting look. Anyone just wanting
to look fast could call Pichler or Dunstall and buy a slick fairing. But what did the F stand for?
But why did the twins get a K suffix, when the original K appeared on the CB four-banger?
Never mind. The year saw the introduction of three F models, the F, the F and the F. That F was
truly trick, with mildly set-back footpegs, a flat handlebar and a lovely megaphone-styled
exhaust. However, the company decided to go the conservative route with the , apparently more
concerned with bringing four-piper types into the sporting world than with luring crossover
owners from the Ducati realm. This is partially a retelling of the making of the most significant
motorcycle of the last 50 years, but it is a story worth hearing again. There was nothing new
about disc brakes, electric starters and overhead camshaft, transverse-mounted, four-cylinder
engines in â€”just that Soichiro Honda had made them cheap and reliable. The CBK was a
winner from when it left the starting gate, but everybody knew that winners get old. Which is
when the styling artists got their orders. The K was OK, and would remain the mainstay of the
lineup, but something snappier needed to be on the showroom floor. Call down to the muffler
department and tell them to make a four-into-one exhaust system. Have the sheet-metal guys
stretch that gas tank out a little, not much, just a smidge to give it a slightly elongated, racy
appearance; and hide the gas cap. Then tell the seat people to make a little fiberglass extension
to fit the back of the saddle, sort of a faux bum-stop that some single-seaters had. The fast look
was born. Of course the frame and engine departments were given their chores. The chassis
mathematicians figured that Super Sport riders would go a little faster than those on the
standard K, so they gave the fork an extra degree of rake, to 28 degrees. And left those ugly
gaiters off. Built a slightly longer swingarm, which added up to a This meant that when the F
rider was trickling along U. Power was another matter. The F put out a good 10 percent more
ponies than the K, and while some of those 58 horsepower, at 8, rpm, could be attributed to the
freer flowing qualities of the four-into-one exhaust, the rest came from a slight boost in
compression ratio, using domed pistons, up from to 9. And the timing specs on the valves had
been altered to adjust to the new exhaust. Also the carburetion was cleaned up a tad, in those
halcyon days before the EPA, with the best of intentions, made a botch of things. The F, with a
full 4. Which was 10 pounds heavier than a K, although the F had three less mufflers. Possibly a
little extra metal had been included in order to strengthen the double-cradle frame, with triple
tubes, a main and two auxiliaries, running under the tank. Put the leg over the saddle, and the
rider sat pretty high at 32 inches. Pull the choke on those four 28mm Keihins, turn the key, and
choose between pushing the button or kicking the starter; times out of a thousand, the button
won. The muffler had a mellow, unobtrusive sound, the engine warmed quickly, and the rider
was away. Twenty miles down the road, the Bridgestone Super Speeds were heated
appropriately, and the twisties began. Tire technology was still pretty basic 40 years ago, but
the inch rear and inch front spoked wheels each had a disc. Hit that first sharp left hander at a

rapid speed, and the F felt really good. However, coming back at the same speed, the corner
now a right hander, there would be a Grounch! A little help could be had by getting out the
toolkit and maximizing the preload on the shocks, but even then, a pound rider was going to
mar the chrome. Other than that minor drawback, the F did live up to its sporty intent. It
probably was the best-handling of the Japanese plus fours of the time. And got better. Also, the
engine was painted black, which gave it a more sinister look. In , taking sport design to a new
level, Soichiro Honda introduced the VFFâ€”full of surprises, that man was. Great article. My
first street bike as an adult was a K. I bought it fully customized by the previous owner in for
bucks. You pull those baffles out of those headers and its like Mozart on steroids, especially
hitting a slight lick. Beautiful, absolutely beautiful. I have a Honda cb c and i need front forks for
it. Both companies are excellent quality! Hello guys.. I am so excited to see his reaction to this
most awesome transformation. Send these guys your restoration.. Honda CBF sohc models
have been essentially ignored by the classic motorcycle groups. Partially because there were so
many made. Like early Goldwings, they are still available very inexpensively. However the
numbers of nice original bikes are reducing and the value on these bikes has started increasing.
Anybody who has done a restoration knows that this is not a cheap or quick exercise, and thus
will push the price up. Good to see these iconic bikes being appreciated finally! Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U.
Southeast U. West U. Rider Magazine. I have still mine. Bought it in as brand new. The best bike
in the world,. I still have mine too. All black and great bike. Please enter your comment! Please
enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New?
Clement Salvadori - February 19, Clement Salvadori - February 17, Make Honda. Model Cb.
Selling because I have two kids and no time to ride. Feel free to email or text questions. Thanks
jsnculp yahoo. Model CB. For sale is a beautiful, black Honda CB with 17, miles. Frame off
professional resto mod approximately 3 years ago. Less than 1, miles since engine re-build top
and bottom end by Charlotte-based 2Topia Cycles. Majority of work receipts available. Garaged
and adult ridden, this bike looks amazing, and it runs and rides very, very well! Clean and clear
title in hand. For sale is a beautiful, black, impeccably restored Honda CB with 17, miles. Frame
off restoration approximately 3 years ago. Always garaged and adult ridden, this bike runs and
rides the same as or better than a new one! Will reasonably cooperate with shipping company.
Up for your consideration is a CBK. One owner, original Honda warranty paerwork is included.
Very clean and complete frame also looks very nice and clean. Still has most of the yellow
factory strike marks. Clear Indiana title. Engine is stuck from sitting. Complete bike looks nice.
Paint still shines well. Solid header is nice. Chrome looks very good. Wheel are clean. Side
covers look good, very good condition. Original seat looks good with one small repair. Inside of
fuel tank looks good. Great low mileage project to restore or customize. See pics and feel free to
ask any questions. Shipping is the responsibility of the buyer I can coordinate with shipper of
your choice. Thanks for looking. It starts as a CB SOHC K5 with a modified frame and a freshly
rebuilt motor new piston rings, valve stem seals and all new gaskets all of them , also a 3 angle
valve job was done. The bike has only the testing milage on it mi. It's a joy to ride and it handles
wonderfully!!! But hey, you're free to park it in your living room and show it to your guests, if
you wish!!! With this build we wanted to create a light looking machine without sacrificing the
handling and the elegance. We believe we achieved that with The Elegant Ride. So, we got rid of
the original controls to install minimalistic ones and relocating the start button by hiding it into
a machined triple tree top nut. We wanted to use a headlight without lateral brackets, but we had
a hard time finding one with the shape we wanted. We ended up with a very unusual choice, by
adapting and installing a headlight that comes from a French car produced in We modified the
body, to allow the installation of a 2. The forks have been taken apart and chromed they came
from a CBF , the brake disk,drilled. The old steering ball bearings have been replaced with a
new generation of tapered ones and the races replaced. The velocity stacks with brass screens ,
hand grips, pegs, tail light and exhaust tip have been machined down on a metal lathe not CNC ,
we really spent some time creating these unique pieces by hand, using a bunch of aluminum
billets. The gas tank and the seat pan were also handmade and the aluminum polished. The
battery we used is a non-spillable gel one, installed under the seat cowl we also installed a
battery tender connector so you won't have to take apart anything to install it. The two original
ugly unit rectifier and regulator have been replaced with a combo solid state one, installed
under the seat along with the new LED blinker unit. The bike features custom wiring that led us
to eliminate things we don't need or that would take up too much room, this bike now has a
single 30 amp fuse , easily reachable on the right side of the bike. As you can see, the oil tank
we used it isn't the original one, this particular one was made according to our specifications
and professionally TIG welded and pressure tested by a shop here in Wilmington, NC. New oil
lines were installed as well. We also installed a new GOLD chain for aesthetical and functional

purposes, drilled the rear wheel drum, the chain cover and some of the frame tabs for the same
reason. New, vintage firestone tires were used for this build, because we wanted everything to
match that period in time. The company's logo was the only thing engaved cnc'd onto the points
cover. We installed a 4 into 1 kerker exhaust with a custom made exhaust tip. Upgraded the
carburetors jet, needles and synchronized everything. Lastly, the hammer engraved name plate
was added at the end to give you the feeling of a hand built machine. Please feel free to ask me
any question about the bike. We might be able to throw in shipping insured for the right offer.
This unique bike is the result of hours of work. Street Legal No low ballers, only reasonable
offers will be considered. This motorcycle has been thoroughly gone through and sensitively
customized to improve the ride not just appearance. This bike is a ground up build and has less
than 10 miles on all new parts - 1 test ride. New parts include all new cables, new engine cover
gaskets and seals, new Buchannin Stainless steel spokes for both the front and rear wheels.
The rear wheel is a new 16" chrome rim with a new MT" Shin Sho tire, the front is a new 3. New
seat cover, new battery, new JT sprockets with stock 18T front and 48T rear gear ratio. New red
O-ring chain, new chrome swing arm, all new powder coat, all new socket head cap screws allen
heads on the engine covers, all fasteners stripped and replated with Magni silver finish, carbs
are rebuilt with main jets and 40 slow jets, new oil, oil filter, points, plugs, condensors, and
perfectly tuned. Bike runs excellent. New 4 into 1 MAC Megaphone exhaust. Bike also has a
Honda Gold Wing dual disc front end. The discs are drilled. All brake lines are high end teflon
stainless steel braided brake lines. Master cylinder has been rebuilt. Also has Lockhart oil
cooler with stainless steel braided lines. Bike also has high out put Accel coils and wires. This
bike is like new. Very, very clean and allot of detail. I am an old time Honda mechanic and the is
my bike. Brand new Pearl white paint job. Please look close at the picsâ€¦â€¦not many 's like
this one. The GL front end rides like a dream!! The paint on the tank and side covers is flawless,
the rust free frame still has its factory baked on finish and shines the way it did when it left
Japan. The perfect NOS seat, perfect original gauges, spotless chrome, hand polished
aluminum engine covers and rust free factory 4 into 4 exhaust system sets this bike off as a true
showpiece. It even includes the Honda factory owners manual, 20 years of receipts and the
original complete tool kit. This bike is not a "barn find" or a bike that's been rotting away in
someones shed for the past 30 years, it's also not a "restored" rust bucket that's been sprayed
with Krylon and put together with aftermarket Chinese parts. This low mileage xx documented
original miles bike has spent more time being cleaned and cared for by its previous 2 owners
than it has spent on the road. In the past 4 months the bike has had the carburetors chemically
cleaned, soda blasted,rebuilt and vacum synced. I've also taken care of the 10, mile service
including oil and filters, valve adjustment, timing chain adjustment, points and timing reset
,brakes adjusted and all cables lubricated and adjusted. It will get another oil change before it's
sold so the new owner won't have to worry about any service for the first miles. This bike needs
nothing it is ready to ride to the next show or just park it in the man cave to admire its beauty.
Will consider any Reasonable offers. Model Shadow Ace Deluxe. Extended Warranty Plans
Available. We have over units in stock! If you have any questions please call or email The bike
you look at today, and want to think about tonight, before buying it tomorrow, will be bought
today, by someone who looked at it yesterday, and thought about it last night! Excellent classic
bike restoration project! Not too many of the CBFour's around, becoming a collector item.
Phone: leave message if no answer. Suspected work needed to get it drivable: - Clean rebuild
carbs. Condition - Tank and side covers need re-painting. Model CB All brand new parts
completely cleaned up. We even cut down the fenders into a more bobby, "cafe" aesthetic.
Brand new charging system working in tip-top condition. All new bulbs recently placed.
Understand that bikes of this model are extremely rare, and at under 2, miles its basically
nowhere to be found. I'm not riding at all nowadays, so I'd like to give it to someone who will.
It's an awesome bike at any level. Although the weight's a bit heavy if this is your very first time
ever riding a motorcycle, this is THE bike that will turn you into a rider. These specifications
were revolutionary. The Honda CB stayed in production from till and is today viewed as the
"Godfather" of modern superbikes. Restored CBK into cafe racer. New Exhaust 4 into 2, new
stainless steel braided brake lines and master cylinder, new rear tire, all carbs cleaned and
redone with new kits, new battery, new master cylinder, new iridium spark plugs. All original
parts available and provided with the bike. The bike was taken apart down to the frame, fully
sanded and repainted. Runs great and has a ton of character. With 3 bikes in the garage and
new projects in sight, the choice was tough but this one has to go Model Cb New paint just
done in black metallic pearl.. Period correct in most details, mechanically sound, runs great,
tuned perfect. Strong engine, idles smooth, rides tight and sounds terrific. In great condition for
riding or collecting. Coming out of a private collection that is being refocused on Euro bikes.
Very minor weathering, aluminum surface discoloration, some chrome has minor pitting etc.

Instrument faces show typical fading of orange details, but better than most of this age. Some
components have been restored with authentic period parts, very close to stock. Original seat
cover is getting old, has one split approximately 4" long along embossed seam, replacement
covers are readily available. No mechanical issues at all, no problems, nothing to fret about.. If
you are looking for a clean CB first series at a fair price - you found it. Clean CA Title and
registration A well preserved largely original CB with low miles and new paint. Odo shows 16K
miles, starts, runs and rides perfect. Fresh pearl black paint. Has only been ridden miles since
restoration. Only tank and exhaust are not original. Everything was put back with NOS parts or
new Japanese equivalent to preserve stock integrity of bike. Exhaust sounds awesome! Chrome
has no rust, 2 dings in front fender at the bottom, right side cover has hairline crack that is not
visible without effort to find. Everything electrical works, horn and turn signal beeper too. Ask
any questions you may have as i can't think of everything i have done right now. Up for your
consideration is a Honda CBk motorcycle. All original and untouched, except for carbs having
been removed to be rebuilt. Yes, the bike ran when carbs were last on it. Clear California title
with pink. Matching numbersCurrently non-op registration Buy it now with make offer to set
your own value on this bike. Please see pictures for current condition. All offers will be
considered above a certain amount, there is auto-refuse set up. Payment by wire only, no
Paypal to protect myself from scams via Paypal.. I will crate and ship worldwide. Have shipped
several bikes and other large items all over the world without issue. Email with any questions!
Payson, AZ. Day Heights, OH. Thousand Oaks, CA. Eaton, NH. North Fork, CA. South
Kingstown, RI. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda 4. Year
Make Honda Model Cb. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category
- Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Cb Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda.
Model CB. Excellent classic bike restoration project! Not too many of the CBFour's around,
becoming a collector item. Phone: leave message if no answer. Suspected work needed to get it
drivable: - Clean rebuild carbs. Condition - Tank and side covers need re-painting. It starts as a
CB SOHC K5 with a modified frame and a freshly rebuilt motor new piston rings, valve stem
seals and all new gaskets all of them , also a 3 angle valve job was done. The bike has only the
testing milage on it mi. It's a joy to ride and it handles wonderfully!!! But hey, you're free to park
it in your living room and show it to your guests, if you wish!!! With this build we wanted to
create a light looking machine without sacrificing the handling and the elegance. We believe we
achieved that with The Elegant Ride. So, we got rid of the original controls to install minimalistic
ones and relocating the start button by hiding it into a machined triple tree top nut. We wanted
to use a headlight without lateral brackets, but we had a hard time finding one with the shape
we wanted. We ended up with a very unusual choice, by adapting and installing a headlight that
comes from a French car produced in We modified the body, to allow the installation of a 2. The
forks have been taken apart and chromed they came from a CBF , the brake disk,drilled. The old
steering ball bearings have been replaced with a new generation of tapered ones and the races
replaced. The velocity stacks with brass screens , hand grips, pegs, tail light and exhaust tip
have been machined down on a metal lathe not CNC , we really spent some time creating these
unique pieces by hand, using a bunch of aluminum billets. The gas tank and the seat pan were
also handmade and the aluminum polished. The battery we used is a non-spillable gel one,
installed under the seat cowl we also installed a battery tender connector so you won't have to
take apart anything to install it. The two original ugly unit rectifier and regulator have been
replaced with a combo solid state one, installed under the seat along with the new LED blinker
unit. The bike features custom wiring that led us to eliminate things we don't need or that would
take up too much room, this bike now has a single 30 amp fuse , easily reachable on the right
side of the bike. As you can see, the oil tank we used it isn't the original one, this particular one
was made according to our specifications and professionally TIG welded and pressure tested
by a shop here in Wilmington, NC. New oil lines were installed as well. We also installed a new
GOLD chain for aesthetical and functional purposes, drilled the rear wheel drum, the chain
cover and some of the frame tabs for the same reason. New, vintage firestone tires were used
for this build, because we wanted everything to match that period in time. The company's logo
was the only thing engaved cnc'd onto the points cover. We installed a 4 into 1 kerker exhaust
with a custom made exhaust tip. Upgraded the carburetors jet, needles and synchronized
everything. Lastly, the hammer engraved name plate was added at the end to give you the
feeling of a hand built machine. Please feel free to ask me any question about the bike. We
might be able to throw in shipping insured for the right offer. This unique bike is the result of
hours of work. Street Legal No low ballers, only reasonable offers will be considered. Located in
Green Bay, WI. Item can sit in warehouse till delivery arrangements are made. I can help with

most areas for reliable transporters. I have one going to cali on Thursday morning. So don't
delay. Priced right. One owner in nice original condition with little fade to paint with all the right
parts except exhaust. Nice easy project bike that should only need the usual love like carb
cleaning, new points, and battery. One of those bikes I will regret selling, but I just have no time
for it right now. Kicks over nicely with psi compression. Handle bar is straight and side covers
are good. Seat needs recover, switches work good, and fork ears are good. Previous owner just
got to old to ride. Same old story Tank is clean inside with one little ding on left above emblem.
Good chrome. It's all there just clean carbs, put new points in, and new battery, and you will be
off to the races.. I have too many bikes to store right now is the only reason I am selling. I'm
pretty close on the price so save lowball offers. Really nice bike worth restoring for sure.. Model
Cb The bike runs like a top, has new front tire, battery, and a fresh oil change and has only 14,
original miles. Up for your consideration is a Honda CB K5. VIN cb Engine does turn over with
good compression. All stock and original except for exhaust. Fuel tank looks new inside.
Chrome has rust in areas, original paint has fading, side covers have cracks. Good complete,
original project to refesh or restore. See pics and feel free to message with any questions or to
see the bike in person. Sold as is no warranty. Full payment via cash or cashiers check within 7
days. International buyers welcome, payment via swift. Buyer is responsible for all shipping
arrangements, I can coordinate with shipper of your choice and assist in loading. I can hold the
bike safe until pick up can be arranged. Up for your consideration is a CBK. One owner, original
Honda warranty paerwork is included. Very clean and complete frame also looks very nice and
clean. Still has most of the yellow factory strike marks. Clear Indiana title. Engine is stuck from
sitting. Complete bike looks nice. Paint still shines well. Solid header is nice. Chrome looks very
good. Wheel are clean. Side covers look good, very good condition. Original seat looks good
with one small repair. Inside of fuel tank looks good. Great low mileage project to restore or
customize. See pics and feel free to ask any questions. Shipping is the responsibility of the
buyer I can coordinate with shipper of your choice. Thanks for looking. Very good condition and
almost all original. Pictures coming. Bike runs fine and recently tuned. Fresh oil change, carbs
cleaned and jetted for air pods no original air box , replaced brake fluid, and installed new
Shinko tires. No dings, dents or scratches. Original 4 into 1 exhaust. Original side panels with
no cracks. Only imperfection to speak of is some light fading on the tank. Has small oil leak
from pan but not enough to warrant pulling the pan to replace gasket. Original exhaust had a
few small holes on bottom that were patched. Clear title in hand. Shipping responsibility of
buyer. Will gladly store in my garage and assist with your transport company. Can refer you to a
transport person that I use that specifically ships motorcycles and is very reasonable. Any
questions please email or call me at Please, no texts, will not respond. He kept bike for a year
and decided to rotate one out for sale. Had every intention of keeping but 5 bikes in one garage
plus two cars provides very little working room. Simply selling one off to thin the herd as they
say. If all the funds are not received as indicated above, I reserve the right to keep the deposit
and resell the motorcycle by re-listing or to another bidder. I will gladly store the bike in my
garage and assist with your transport company for pickup. I can refer to you a transport
company that I use and specializes in bike transport. Or you can locate your own shipper or use
UShip. The motorcycle is locally listed for sale and the eBay listing may be deleted prior to the
auction end if motorcycle is sold. All sales are final. Any descriptions or representations are
made with reasonable judgment and all efforts are made to ensure fair assessment and
accuracy but they are for descriptive and identification purposes only and are not to be
construed as a warranty of any type. The condition of this machine is highly original and
un-restored. It has 3, original miles from new. The frame and engine numbers are factory correct
and original. It is the cc engine. The gearbox is also original to the machine. This Honda Super
Sport is completely original and has never been apart. It is in un-restored and in very nice
condition, and is a true historical document that should be preserved and ridden. This machine
has been in my collection, is started on a regular basis, and ridden occasionally to make sure
everything still works. When I purchased the bike, it had been sitting for some time in
completely original condition. I went through the machine top to bottom and checked all of the
major engine, transmission, and braking components for functionality and safety. The gas tank
was still in beautiful condition, with no wear evident, the carburetors were inspected, cleaned,
and re-installed, the air filter checked, all fluids changed, and both front and rear brakes were
taken apart cleaned, re-built, and re-installed, the consequence of the bike sitting idle for a long
period of time. The tires on the front and rear are the original type and size for the machine and
appear to be the original tires to the machine. The tires and tubes have NOT been replaced and,
while not as soft and pliable as when they were new, are in amazing original condition. The rims
are also the original Honda rims, as are the spokes, and overall, the wheels are in very nice
original condition. The seat is original and the upholstery is in perfect condition with no rips,

tears, or wear of any kind, and the Honda script on the rear of the seat is sharp and clear. The
engine and transmission are in excellent interior condition due to the low mileage and absence
of any type of harsh conditions or abuse throughout its life. The 4 into 1 Honda exhaust is also
original to the machine, and is in beautiful condition. A complete cleaning and detailing was
performed, and although detailing on an original machine is never completed, the overall
condition of the finishes is remarkable considering the age of the machine, and is in line with
the low original mileage. The aluminum parts are in excellent condition overall, but due to the
originality, I did not want to go too far polishing any parts. The paint is the original Candy
Sapphire Blue, and is visually stunning. The original decals and badges are still applied to the
gas tank, fairing and sidecovers. All of the plastic fairings, covers, etc. The Super Sport on the
road is very easy to handle, and rides down the road very tight, with no shakes, shimmies, or
rattles. It shifts and accelerates smoothly and holds the road as it should. This bike is really
great to ride and very fast for the period. Unlike a lot of collector motorcycles for sale on the
internet, this is ready to ride and not in need of any expensive service once you get it home. I
am always looking for new machines to add to my collection. Please contact me if you have
something interesting available! The description of this motorcycle is written to the best of my
knowledge. However, I am by no means an expert on vintage Honda motorcycles. If you have
any questions, please contact me before the auction ends. If you have any questions, please
contact me. If you live close to Chicago, I encourage you to come and inspect the motorcycle in
person! Seller reserves the right to not accept bids or sell the vehicle to anyone with a zero or
negative eBay feedback rating. This motorcycle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty,
expressed, written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description,
authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith.
No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or
damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to
be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly
inspected the motorcycle and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value
and to bid based upon that judgment solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable
effort to disclose any known defects associated with this motorcycle at the buyer's request
PRIOR to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any statements regardless of
any oral statements about the motorcycle. Please remember that your bid constitutes a legally
binding contract to purchase this item. If you require an inspection, have it done prior to
bidding. I strongly encourage all bidders to inspect the motorcycle personally or enlist the
services of a professional inspector prior to placing a bid. After the sale, inspections are not
recognized as a contingency to completing your obligation to your winning bid. If there are any
questions regarding the above terms, please e-mail prior to bidding. Please do not waste my
time or yours bidding on an item you do not intend to pay for. If you bid on this item and win,
you are expected to pay for the item and pick it up in a timely manner! I welcome ALL
international bidders and am happy to assist with making shipping arrangements. I can also
arrange crating for shipment on my end for a nominal extra charge. If you are an international
buyer, I understand it can take some time to arrange shipping, so I do not mind keeping the
motorcycle for a longer period of time until pick up. Please contact me before the sale ends, if
possible, to discuss the specifics. Thanks for your interest! The bike was targeted directly at the
US market after Honda officials, including founder Soichiro Honda, repeatedly met with US
dealers and understood the opportunity for a larger bike. Under development for a year, the CB
offered two unprecedented features, a front disc brake and a transverse straight-4 engine with
an overhead camshaft, neither of which was previously available on a mainstream, affordable
production bike. Cycle magazine called the CB "the most sophisticated production bike ever"
upon its introduction. The CB was the first modern four-cylinder machine from a mainstream
manufacturer, and the term superbike was coined to describe it. The bike offered other
important features that added to its compelling value: electric starter, kill switch, dual mirrors,
flashing turn signals, easily maintained valves and overall smoothness and freedom from
vibration both underway and at a standstill; later models on included maintenance-free
hydraulic valves. On the other hand, the bike was difficult to get on its center stand and tended
to throw chain oil onto its muffler. Unable to gauge demand for the new bike accurately, Honda
limited its initial investment in the production dies for the CB by using a technique called
permanent mold casting often erroneously referred to as sandcasting rather than diecasting for
the engines â€” the factory being unsure of the bike's reception. The bike remained in the
Honda lineup for ten years, with sales totaling over , in its life span. The Discovery Channel
ranked the Honda CB third among the top ten greatest motorbikes of all time. When Henry Ford
launched the Model T in , there was nothing else like it, and the T established a design template
that defined the automobile for more than a decade. The problem? Ford was still building the T

in , and the market had moved on. By continuing to manufacture the same basic car, Ford
maximized the benefits of mass production, but at the cost of market leadership. Something
similar happened to Honda in the s. The Honda CB Four mapped out the future for motorcycles.
And like the Model T, it stayed in production for just a little too long. The Honda CBF also wore
a new, slimmer-looking but 0. In spite of its radical-looking for Honda exhaust, changes to the
basic Four plot were minor. Reduced trail and a longer swingarm improved straight-line
stability, while a stiffer frame and suspension changes improved handling in the corners.
Whether it was the new exhaust and revised air box or some undisclosed engine modifications,
the F produced considerably more power than the K-bike. Cycle magazine recorded 58hp at the
rear wheel compared with 49hp for the K3. This, combined with lower gearing, meant a standing
quarter in the high 12s instead of the 13s. To emphasize its sportiness, the engine was powder
coated black. At over pounds with a half tank of gas, the F2 was also the heaviest so far with the
exception of the A automatic , and 10 pounds heavier than the 4-pipe touring K model. Yet in
spite of the extra weight, and the fact that the 28mm Keihins now had accelerator pumps, fuel
consumption improved slightly to 45mpg. Most testers considered the F2 to be the best Honda
so far, the result of continual refinement and improvement that had created a comfortable, fine
handling motorcycle with performance that just about kept pace with the GS All was not perfect
in paradise, however. The cause, they speculated, was insufficient heat treatment of the valve.
Also noted was a lack of steering stability. Honda claimed they embodied the advantages of
both cast and spoke wheels without any of the disadvantages. Few liked the appearance of the
struts or the rivets, and the latter would prove to be troublesome. Rivets can loosen over time,
compromising the integrity of the wheels. By the time Honda was marketing the CB K4 in ,
plenty of luster had worn off the model. For one thing, competing manufacturers were
producing faster motorcycles â€” like the aforementioned Z1. And thanks to the Arab oil
embargo, fuel economy had become an important concern in the North American market. Where
the CB produced around 67 horses, for there were only about 50 ponies at the rear wheel. By
comparison, the Z1 produced a claimed 82 horsepower. The CB, once the lightning rod for a
new generation of Superbikes, had suddenly become the old man in the group. The Super Sport
was an improved machine, complete with a four-into-one header and muffler system, revised
frame geometry featuring a lengthened rear swingarm, a rear disc brake and a longer gas tank
with a new seat and rear cowl. There were yet more changes. Honda returned some of the lost
horsepower to the cc engine through various internal improvements, including an increased
compression ratio from to 9. When he was 14, and for the two years after, he could regularly be
seen riding a Honda Express moped around his hometown. But then he discovered offroading
and started spending more time playing with a Jeep, and the Maxim saw less and less use. A
couple of years later, though, and Marcos was itching to ride again. Not entirely sure what he
was looking for, Marcos found himself researching s Japanese motorcycles. Eventually, he
decided what he really wanted was a Suzuki GSS Wes Cooley Replica, a particularly rare
machine manufactured for only two years, in and And then, as fate would have it, he was talking
motorcycles with a co-worker who said he had a Honda CBK2 sitting in warehouse storage. It
had been stored for 15 years, Marcos says, and he bought it for pennies on the dollar, but there
was no title and the engine was stuck. None of that really worried Marcos, however, and he set
about getting the Honda running, installing a used but clean set of Flame Sunrise Orange side
covers and a matching gas tank. All of the factory decals are in place, the plastic lenses are
crystal clear, and many of the yellow paint dots, applied at the factory during assembly, are still
clearly visible on various nuts and bolts. Surprisingly, the CBF gained some weight over the
standard CB â€” a little bit more than 12 pounds. But it handles better than any of the other
Japanese Superbikes. Despite the longer wheelbase and stability-oriented steering geometry,
the Honda CBF handles like a bike at least a hundred pounds lighter. Highbars, turn-indicators
and all, it really is a super sporting motorcycle. But to label that as bad would go against the
fact that Honda has a sold a huge number of K models since This is an original numbers
matching motorcycle. The motor won't kick over after sitting through our long New York
winters. This is a problem common with the older Honda cycles. They usually will free after up
by soaking with break free penetrant or diesel fuel. I will work with the shipper Bike is located in
Watertown NY One hour north of Syracuse,, NY I can hold it for 14 days provided payment has
been paid in full. This is a truly great original Honda CB The big s four cylinders are getting
scarce, and expensive They are a fantastic bike which can be restored with little effort and cost.
A few weeks ago this one was rolled it out of the shed, cleaned off the dust, and nothing else.
Bike was last ridden on the street about a dozen years ago. The motor ran strong on all four
cylinders with no unusual noises. I have little time to tinker with it, so it's time to find it a good
home.. It's one of those bikes that you never forget. It was never dropped or wrecked and ran
down the road straight and smooth. It still has a lot of integrity and is a great find for a buyer

desirous of an easy restoration. Consider the great condition after 40 years. The good part is
that most vintage Honda spares can still be located online. The orange metal flake paint is
original and needs to be refinished. One side cover is cracked,and need replacement. Missing
cover emblem The original seat is intact, but has a small tear new covers are available. All the
electrical was working, but the bike now needs a new battery and some TLC. The turn signal
lens are now on the bike and a new photo will be posted shortly. Don't miss out on this great
bike, but please don't call me wanting to know my reserve or to offer some low ball price. It's for
sale locally for no more and no less. This model features the faster stopping front disk brake,
which prior year models did not have. There are certainly cheaper on EBAY, but there are also
more expensive one. Generally a bikes value will be determined by the condition and demand
by the bidders. So if you want to buy it then bid high enough to win. I have the bike for sale
locally and retain the right to cancel the auction at any time.. E-mail me and I will try to answer
any questions. Bike needs to be transported. Bidders must be 18 years of age or older to legally
purchase. Under age bidders may be removed from the bidding process. See instructions for
payment. Model Cc. Freshened up CB Four. Original color was Blue. But overall the bike is very
nice. Starts right up and is amazingly smooth to ride. The seat is in great shape. Brakes are
good. Everything w
honda civic a13
p0327 saturn
john deere gs45 parts diagram
orks The paint job is professionally done and really pops outside. Old School is the new cool
and this bike gets a high grade. Good condition and very clean. No leaks, the gas tank has no
rust. The bike is keep indoors in dry storage. The rims were powder coated and rebuilt with
stainless spokes. Airtech seat pan with custom made seat. Electronic ignition from Newtronics
Sytems Inc. Hagon shocks, four into one exhaust from Cbcafe. All balls Racing tapered steering
bearings. I went threw the carbs and rebuilt and balanced them. Burnet, TX. Baton Rouge, LA.
Waterford, MI. South Kingstown, RI. Lyles, TN. Morristown, TN. Earleville, MD. Alert
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